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5Introduction

This Learner’s Book takes you through Stage 5 of 
the Cambridge Primary curriculum. It contains 
nine units of lessons and activities to help you 
improve your reading, writing, speaking and 
listening skills. This book covers all the skills you 
need to develop in Stage 5.

Each term has two long units and one shorter 
one. Three units focus on ! ction, three on non-
! ction and three on poetry and plays. Each 
unit has a theme covering all sort of interesting 
topics. We hope you enjoy the variety and learn 
more about language and the different ways we 
express ourselves for different purposes.   

These icons will show you how you’re going 
to work:

 have a discussion

 do some reading

 do some writing

 role play, read out loud or do an 
 oral activity

 do a spelling activity 

Sometimes, your teacher will lead a discussion 
or explain an activity; sometimes you’ll work 
in small groups or with a talk partner. At other 
times, you’ll work alone. Some activities need 
you to read carefully to ! nd speci! c information 
or notice particular techniques of writing, while 
other activities ask you to respond, discuss and 
even perform – especially the narrative poetry. 
All the activities have been designed to guide you 
and challenge you in your language adventure.

You’ll ! nd some extra help along the way, so look 
out for these features:

Welcome to the Cambridge Primary English Series, Stage 5.

Did you know?
These boxes encourage you to think 
broadly and do further research.

Tip
These tips give you handy 
hints as you work.

Language focus

These boxes explain helpful language 
rules. You’ll need to remember the 
information to use again.

How did I do?
These boxes ask you to evaluate how you 
are doing. Answer the questions honestly 
– there is no right or wrong answer.

out for these features:

I am here to give 
you reminders and 

plenty of ideas.

This course gives you the chance to share your
ideas and check your progress and to build your
con! dence in expressing your own opinions
orally or in your notebook.

On pages 143 to 148 you’ll ! nd helpful spelling 
rules and activities to practise and expand your 
knowledge of words and their spelling. You can 
go there whenever you like to check your own 
spelling skills.

On pages 149 to 158 you’ll ! nd a Toolkit – a set of 
resources you can use at any time. These include 
tools and tips such as an editing checklist, poetic 
devices and tips for making a speech.

We hope you enjoy the course and that it helps 
you to feel con! dent about responding to English, 
and using English in a variety of ways.
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Sometimes we can learn from stories as well 
as enjoy them. In this unit, you’ll read fables – 
stories that were written to teach us a lesson. 
You’ll practise writing in different styles and tell 
a fable of your own. 

Vocabulary to learn and use: 
fable, moral, proverb, 
stereotype, idiom/idiomatic 
expression, ! gurative 
expression, human 
characteristics

There’s a lesson in that  1

A  The Ant and the Grasshopper is 
one of Aesop’s most famous fables.
1 Skim the story silently to get the main idea.
2 Read the story aloud in your group, one 

paragraph each.
a Do you understand all the words in 

your paragraph?
b Use expression as you read, so you 

make the meaning clear. 

1 Read a story by Aesop Did you know?
The storyteller Aesop is said to 
have lived in Greece in the 6th 
century BCE. No-one is sure 
where he came from but the 
name ‘Aesop’ comes from the 
Greek word ‘Aethiop’ meaning 
Ethiopia. 

Tip
When you don’t know what a 
word means, try these ideas:

• Break the word into 
syllables and look for a 
common root word, pre! x 
or suf! x.

• Re-read the word in context 
for extra clues.

• Use a dictionary.

6 Unit 1 There’s a lesson in that
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guffaw v. to laugh loudly, especially to mock something 

7Session 1 Read a story by Aesop

The Ant and the Grasshopper 

One ! ne summer’s day, deep in a meadow, a 
grasshopper was bouncing about, chirruping and 
singing without a care in the world. An ant bustled 
by, weighed down by the enormous ear of corn 
she was lugging to her nest. Time and time again, 
the grasshopper watched the ant scurry back and 
forth gathering food – insects, " ies, grains of wheat 
– anything she could ! nd, never once stopping to 
admire the glorious day or relax in the rays.

The grasshopper found this dif! cult to fathom 
and teased her as she busied by, saying, “Take it easy 
there, Ant! I don’t understand why you’re working 
so hard. The day is long! Food is plentiful. Come and 
rest awhile, and listen to my latest melody.” 

“As it happens, Grasshopper, I am storing up 
food for winter and you should be doing the same. 
Summer won’t last forever, you know,” snapped 
the ant as she continued on her industrious way, if 
anything toiling just a little harder. The grasshopper 
guffawed at the idea of working on such a day and 
hopped happily off into the sunset, singing and 
jigging all the way.

And summer didn’t last. It never does. Winter 
came, bringing barren fare and frosty ! elds. 
Grasshopper’s song stuck in his throat as he 
shivered without shelter or sustenance, gazing 
wistfully at the ants as they munched liberally 
from their stores of food, shaking their heads at 
him and offering him nothing. 

“How foolish I have been!” he wailed, for only 
then did Grasshopper understand that he should 
have made provision for winter as Ant had said.

Sally Burt Who would you rather 
be friends with – Ant or 

Grasshopper?

Who would you rather 
be friends with – Ant or 

food for winter and you should be doing the same. 

the ant as she continued on her industrious way, if 
anything toiling just a little harder. The grasshopper 

 at the idea of working on such a day and 
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There’s a lesson in that 

B  Discuss the story in a group.
1 Can you summarise the main idea of the story in one sentence?
2 Who are the main characters? How are they different from each 

other in what they say and do?
3 One character learned something important. What was it?
4 Which character do you think behaved the best? Use examples 

to explain your view.

C  Fables are found in many cultures and folklore storytelling traditions.
1 What have you learned about fables from the story? 

Write a Fable fact ! le in your notebook. 

Fable fact ! le:
• Fables are …

• The characters are usually …

• The main point …

• We can …

 Use these key words to help you:

 
short moral human characteristics lesson story

2 Discuss other stories you think might be fables. 

D  Complete your reading log for The Ant and the Grasshopper. 
Do you think a story is a good way of teaching this lesson? 
Explain your opinion. 

How did I do?

• Did I understand the key features of a fable?

• Did I recognise whether a story is a fable from my notes?

8 Unit 1 There’s a lesson in that
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There’s a lesson in that 

 A  Discuss the questions with a talk partner and then write your 
answers neatly in your notebook. Use examples from the text. 
1 Why did Grasshopper tease Ant?
2 Why did Ant say “summer won’t last forever”?
3 Give an example of Ant’s actions to show she approves or 

disapproves of Grasshopper.
4 What made Grasshopper ! nally understand that he should have 

acted differently? 
5 How do you think Ant felt when she saw Grasshopper at the end? 

B  Verbs can tell you about characters through how they act and move.
1 What different kinds of walking do these words describe? 

Role play them with a partner.

 

 
stroll amble meander stride saunter promenade hike pace

2 Choose a verb from the story that shows Ant’s mood when Grasshopper 
teases her.

3 Write down verbs from the story to describe how Ant moves. 
What do they show about her personality?

4 Fathom has more than one meaning in the dictionary. Use the context to 
decide which meaning is correct in the story. 

5 What tense is the narrative part of the story? Give three examples.
6 What tense is the dialogue mainly in? Give three examples.

C  Punctuation is necessary in any story.
1 Where are exclamation marks used and why?
2 Find an example of punctuation that shows where 

there is dialogue in the story.
3 Explain the reason for the apostrophe in each example:

a  One ! ne summer’s day …
b  Summer won’t last forever …
c  And summer didn’t last …
d  The grasshopper’s song stuck in his throat …

2 Check your understanding

fathom
– n. a unit of 
measurement (equal to 
six feet) for water depth
– v. to measure the 
depth of water with a 
sounding line 
– v. to understand 
something by thinking 
about it hard

9Session 2 Check your understanding
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A  Animal characters in fables often 
have particular human characteristics that 
we associate with each animal. These are 
known as stereotypes.
1 Discuss with a talk partner the 

characteristics often associated with 
these animals in stories.

elephant fox snake lion

hyena donkey wolf rabbit

2 How does Ant act like a person? Make a list.
3 How does Grasshopper act like a person? Make a list.
4 Write two short paragraphs describing the personalities of Ant and 

Grasshopper, using examples from the text of how they speak and act.
5 Read these fact ! les about real ants and grasshoppers.

a  Which is which?
b  Do the facts support Ant’s and 

Grasshopper’s personalities?

A B 

• Live almost anywhere except 
extremely cold places

• Live by themselves 

• Mostly eat grasses, leaves 
and cereal crops (herbivore)

• Don’t usually survive the 
winter

• Live almost anywhere

• Live in colonies

• Will eat most things 
especially insects, meat, fats 
and sugary foods (omnivore)

• Can live a few months to a 
few years

3 Story features Did you know?
Anthropomorphism means 
giving human characteristics 
to animals in stories or 
pictures. Anthropos means 
‘man’ or ‘human’ in Ancient 
Greek and morph means shape 
or form. Can you see how this 
word came about?

Grasshopper, using examples from the text of how they speak and act.
Read these fact ! les about real ants and grasshoppers.

Live almost anywhere

I love having fun 
swimming and fl apping 

about but I always remember 
that I need to fi nd my 

own food! 

10 Unit 1 There’s a lesson in that
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B  Stories usually contain an issue or a complication. In fables, the issue 
is the lesson learned by one of the characters.
1 Discuss the issue in this story.
2 What did either of the main characters do to resolve the problem?
3 How does the story teach us the lesson?

C  Ant and Grasshopper approach life differently.

1 Make notes about how each character approaches life.
2 Summarise your ideas to your talk partner and discuss whether you agree.
3 Sort these adjectives into two lists to describe Ant and Grasshopper. 

practical thoughtless hard-working optimistic dull happy-go-lucky
fun-loving chirpy sensible prudent irresponsible cheerful

bossy cheery serious worthy unkind down-to-earth feckless

4 Role play a conversation in which Grasshopper asks Ant for help at the 
end of the story. 
a  What will Grasshopper say? 
b  How will Ant react? 
c  What could Grasshopper offer Ant in exchange for food?

5 Write a short paragraph explaining what you would say and do if 
Grasshopper asked you for help. Give reasons.

A  The narrator of a story can either be a character (! rst person) or 
someone looking in from outside (third person).
1 Who tells the story of The Ant and the Grasshopper? 
2 What evidence tells you this – the narrative or the dialogue? Why?
3 Which words show whether these sentences are in ! rst or third person?

a  Grasshopper said he hoped winter would not come.
b  I am worried that Grasshopper will have no food.
c  She works so hard and never has time for play.
d  We share all the food we collected to see us through winter.
e  The ants know they need to store food to survive. 

4 What about my point-of-view?

11Session 4 What about my point-of-view?
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Language focus

Third person narrative: an outsider 
tells the story but is not part of it.

Common pronouns: he, she, it, they,
him, her, them, his, hers, theirs.

First person narrative: a character 
tells the story as well as being in it. 

Common pronouns: I, we, me, us,
mine, ours.

Imran went to school 
early so that he could 

hand in his newspapers 
for recycling. 

I go to school early 
so that I can hand in 
my newspapers for 

recycling.

Tip
Pronouns stand in for people or objects to avoid repetition.

Example:  The duck said that the duck gave the duck’s mum a 
present. The duck said that she gave her mum a present.

B  Use possessive pronouns and adjectives.

Language focus

Possessive pronouns and possessive adjectives do different jobs.
Possessive adjectives appear with the noun they modify.
Possessive pronouns take the place of a noun. 
Example:
That’s my egg, not your egg.   →  That egg is mine, not yours.

 possessive adjective possessive pronoun

12 Unit 1 There’s a lesson in that
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Personal 
pronoun

Possessive 
adjectives

Possessive 
pronouns

I

you

he

she

it

we 

they

my

your

his

her

its

our

their

mine

yours

his

hers

-

ours

theirs

1 Choose the correct word for these sentences. 
a  The ant carried (her/hers) load on (her/hers) back.
b  The ants said, “This corn is (our/ours).”
c  Please share (your/yours) food with me.
d  People should not steal what is not (their/theirs).
e  Why don’t you come and warm up at (my/mine) house?

2 Replace the personal pronoun (I, you, he/she/it, we, they) with 
the correct possessive adjective or pronoun.
a  Winter made (it) presence felt.
b  We are collecting food for (we) stores. 
c  All the food I have collected should be (I).
d  They gave me (they) word.
e  All that I have is (you).

C  Not everyone sees things the same way. How might 
the story change if Ant or Grasshopper was telling it?

One fi ne summer’s day, 
deep in a meadow, I noticed a 
grasshopper bouncing about, 

chirruping and singing without 
a care in the world ...

One fi ne summer’s day, 
deep in a meadow, I was 

bouncing about, chirruping 
and singing without a care 

in the world ...

13Session 4 What about my point-of-view?
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1 Decide with a talk partner who will tell the story from Ant’s and 
Grasshopper’s points-of-view.

2 Re-read the story and decide what to change to make your character 
the narrator. You can also change some story details.

• What does Ant really think about Grasshopper?

• What does Grasshopper really think about Ant?
3 Make notes of your changes.
4 Tell each other the story from your character’s point-of-view.

A  Stories can help us to learn tricky 
lessons about life; we remember the story, 
so we remember the lesson.
1 In a small group, read the proverbs below 

and explain to each other what they mean.

• Never put off until tomorrow what you can do today.

• A friend in need is a friend indeed.

• Do as you would be done by.
2 Make hay while the sun shines is a ! gurative expression. Use the pictures 

on page 15 to help you discuss what it means literally and then work out 
the lesson that it teaches.

3 Which of the proverbs in question 1 
has the same meaning as 
Make hay while the sun shines? 

5 Proverbs tell a tale

Which of the proverbs in question 1 

A proverb is a memorable 
saying that gives advice or 
a life lesson – for example: 

Never judge a duck by 
his feathers!

I’m no dab hand at farming 
but I know it’s easier catching 
fi sh in good weather ... never 

put off until tomorrow ...

Tip
A dictionary gives you the literal meaning of a word. Figurative descriptions 
use images to express meaning. We infer the meaning from the images.

infer v. to work out using prior knowledge

14 Unit 1 There’s a lesson in that

but I know it’s easier catching 
fi sh in good weather ... never 

put off until tomorrow ...

A proverb is a memorable 
saying that gives advice or 
a life lesson – for example: 
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This day is too 
nice to work hard 

cutting hay.

Oh no! I hope it’s 
only a shower!

My hay is ruined. 
Now I’ll have no hay 

this winter.

B  Design a cartoon strip to illustrate a proverb.
1 Choose one of the proverbs and tell each other an idea for a 

scenario that could teach the lesson in the proverb.
2 Plan a cartoon strip of your scenario. Sketch the 

scene and write dialogue in the speech bubbles. 
3 Add any necessary narrative text. Keep it brief.
4 Complete the cartoon strip and share it with the class.

A  Explore a modern version of the fable.
1 Look at the story on the next page. This version of the fable is titled 

Auntie Anthea and Gentle Geoffrey. Which is the Ant and which is 
the Grasshopper? How could you tell?

2 Predict how this modern retelling (from the title and the pictures) 
might be similar to or different from the traditional version.

B  The story can be read in groups of three.
1 Skim the story to identify the narrator: is it Geoffrey, Anthea or a 

third person narrator?
2 Read the story together. List similarities and differences between 

this and the previous version.

6 A twist in the traditional tale 

scenario that could teach the lesson in the proverb.

Complete the cartoon strip and share it with the class.

Any volunteers?
Who’d like to share 

their cartoon? 

15Session 6 A twist in the traditional tale

Any volunteers?
Who’d like to share 

their cartoon? 
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There’s a lesson in that There’s a lesson in that 

Auntie Anthea and Gentle Geoffrey 

Summer had been a blast and Gentle Geoffrey had loved every minute. He felt so 
inspired and his music was sweeter than ever. Auntie Anthea had also enjoyed the 
summer. Gentle Geoffrey’s music had certainly made cleaning and collecting food 
seem much less effort. 

As the weather cooled, Gentle Geoffrey’s chirruping became a little less cheerful. 
Auntie Anthea, on the other hand, was still scrubbing and storing, although it seemed 
a little more of a chore.

By the time the winter chill set in, Geoffrey felt famished and frail. He’d played 
music all summer with his head in the clouds, so he had no home to go to and 
no food to eat. But just as he thought he should do something, he caught a faint 
melody in the whistling wind and once more could think of little else. Auntie Anthea, 
meanwhile, was warm and well-fed but was ! nding winter dull, with little to liven up 
her diet and daily chores. All of a sudden, she thought of Geoffrey.

“What a tasty treat!” she clapped. 
“I adore insects and Geoffrey will make a delicious difference. He never knows what’s 
what with all that music ! lling his head. He’ll leap at the chance of ! lling his tummy 
and I’ve never grazed on a grasshopper before.”

“A … A … Auntie Anthea,” shivered Geoffrey, surprised to see her braving the 
frosty ! elds. “Wh … wh … whaddya you doing here?” 

“I couldn’t help thinking of you turning into a block of ice out here,” said Anthea, 
trying to keep the anticipation in her voice at bay. “I want a tenant, and who could 
be more delicious, I mean delightful, than you?”  

There’s a lesson in that There’s a lesson in that There’s a lesson in that 

frosty ! elds. “Wh … wh … whaddya you doing here?” 
“I couldn’t help thinking of you turning into a block of ice out here,” said Anthea, 

trying to keep the anticipation in her voice at bay. “I want a tenant, and who could 
be more delicious, I mean delightful, than you?”  

16 Unit 1 There’s a lesson in that
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C  Prepare a short group presentation 
summarising this version of the story. 
1 Use your notes and the questions 

below to prepare your presentation.
a  What are Anthea and Geoffrey like? 

What are their talents?
b  What does Anthea intend for Geoffrey at ! rst?
c  What does she say that makes Geoffrey reluctant to go with her?
d  What shows that Geoffrey knows what Anthea is planning?
e  What do you think of his solution to the problem? 
f  What is the twist in the tale? 
g  What lesson does this fable teach?
h  Which version of the story do you prefer and why?

“D … d … delicious? That doesn’t sound so c … c … cool. I think I’ll g … g … 
give it a miss, if it’s all the s … s … same to you,” quavered Geoffrey.

“Well, it’s not – my heart’s set on you taking you home for supper,” lured 
Anthea. “Just come on inside for a bit.”

“A b … b … bit of what?”
“A bit of a bite, of course!” snapped Anthea, with a touch of irritation. 
“But a b ... b … bite of wh … wh … what?” Geoffrey worried as he crumpled to 

the ground, too weak to stand. 
Anthea dashed forward, slung Geoffrey onto her back, hauled him home and 

laid him in front of the ! re, licking her lips in anticipation. Geoffrey, revived by the 
warmth, thought for a moment and then smiled winningly at Anthea.

“Auntie, the other insects said you were, well, mean, but you seem so kind. 
What can I, you know, do, um, to thank you for your hospitality?”

“Well, I had thought …” Anthea trailed off, hoping her tummy wasn’t 
rumbling too obviously. 

“Hmmm! I’d rather sing for my supper than be your supper,” Geoffrey declared, 
and he began to sing, softly at ! rst but gaining in strength with every note. Anthea 
loved it and suddenly realised what was really good about having Gentle Geoffrey 
in her home. She could cook and clean and he could keep her company and 
entertain her friends. Now that would be a giant leap forward for antkind!

 Sally Burt

Did you know?
Geoffrey is a name with English, 
French and German origins. 
It means ‘peace’. Do you think 
it was a good name for the 
grasshopper in this story?

17Session 6 A twist in the traditional tale
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How did I do?

• Did we use evidence to explain our comments?
• Did we explain clearly which version we prefer?
• Did we make sure everyone takes part in a discussion?

2 Give your group presentation to the class. 
Answer any questions when you have ! nished.

D  Add Auntie Anthea and Gentle Geoffrey to your reading log. 
Note down whether you preferred this version or the original.

A  Learn about punctuating direct speech.

7 It’s all about dialogue

Did we make sure everyone takes part in a discussion?

Why not think of a few 
questions you might like to 

ask other groups in advance? 
Never put off until 

tomorrow ...

Language focus

Punctuating dialogue

• Put speech marks before and after the spoken words. 

• Capitalise the ! rst word inside the speech marks.

• Use a comma after any words introducing the speech.

• Start a new line when a new person speaks.

• If the narrative indicating who spoke (e.g. she said) comes after the speech, 
put the comma, exclamation mark or question mark (never a full stop) before 
closing the speech marks with no capital letter for the word that follows.

                                                       

Anthea said, “I love insects!”
“Not me, I hope,” whispered Geoffrey.                                                                                        

comma after words that 
introduce the speech

punctuation inside 
the speech marks

new line for 
each speaker

capital 
letter

punctuation inside 
the speech marks

no capital 
letter

18 Unit 1 There’s a lesson in that
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Never put off until 
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1 Scan the story to locate the punctuation showing dialogue. 
a  Does it follow the rules on the previous page?
b  Can you write any other rules to guide you?

2 Discuss how the punctuation works in the sentence below:

“Auntie Anthea,” said Geoffrey, “why are you here?”

3 Write these sentences into your notebook, adding the speech marks, 
correct punctuation and using interesting verbs to show how the 
characters speak.

B  Extend the story.
1 Continue the conversation between Geoffrey and Anthea after Geoffrey 

! nishes singing.
a  Write at least two more things for each character.
b  Keep the dialogue ‘in character’.
c  Use the correct punctuation for the dialogue and the narrative. 

2 Check you have used descriptive verbs in place of said, asked or replied.

C  Do a dramatic reading of the dialogue in the story, including your 
new dialogue.
1 Practise reading out only the dialogue with a talk partner. 
2 Use the narrative and the way the words are written to 

help you understand how to put across your 
ideas about the characters. Support your 
interpretation with speech and gesture.  

But you eat 
insects.

You shouldn’t 
believe everything 

you hear!

Why else 
would you want 

me to come to your 
house?

Well, the 
pantry is nice 
and warm ...

help you understand how to put across your 

Any volunteers?
Who’d like to do a dramatic 

reading in character? 
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Any volunteers?
Who’d like to do a dramatic 

reading in character? 
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A  Figures of speech are all around us in 
our everyday language.
1 Discuss these expressions in a small group.

a  Do you know these expressions? 
b  What do they mean literally?
c  How you might use them in everyday speech?

 

under the weather spill the beans 
give me a break read between the lines 

take a rain check on the ball 
back to square one 

2 Choose three of the expressions 
and use each one in a sentence.

3 Think up some other ! gurative expressions you know.
a  In your group, choose one ! gurative expression each.
b  Each draw a literal picture to illustrate your expression.
c  Swap your pictures with another group and guess each 

other’s expressions. 
4 Find the following ! gurative expressions in the passage.

a  Discuss what they mean literally. 
b  Discuss what they mean ! guratively in the context of the story. 

• summer had been a blast

• with his head in the clouds

• that doesn’t sound c … c … cool
5 In the ! rst version of the fable, Grasshopper’s song stuck in his throat 

when winter came. What does this expression mean, both literally and 
! guratively? How do you think it came about?

6 Geoffrey tells Anthea he would rather sing for his supper than be her 
supper. Is he using the expression ! guratively or literally? Why? 

8 Figurative language

back to square one 

Think up some other ! gurative expressions you know.

If something isn’t literally 
true, it is a fi gurative expression. 
When I say I’m freezing, it’s not 

literally true – or is it? Brrr!
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, it’s not 
literally true – or is it? Brrr!

SAMPLE



B  Alliteration is a ! gure of speech because the effect of the repeated 
consonant sound makes the words more memorable.
1 Discuss the effect of alliteration in the names of the characters.

a  Does it suit their characters?
b  Invent an alternative name for each character using alliteration.

2 Think of a word that alliterates with your name and re" ects something 
about you.

3 Anthea often uses alliteration in her speech. 
a  Identify three examples of alliteration in her dialogue. 
b  How does alliteration make the words stand out?

4 Find three more examples of alliteration in the story. What effect does it have?

A  Fables are part of the oral tradition; the same story often has different 
versions, details or endings.
1 In groups of four, discuss an alternative ending 

to one of the versions of the fable. 
2 Prepare a group presentation to include:

a  which fable you have chosen
b  your thoughts on the discussion points given below
c  an alternative ending to the fable
d  the lesson to be learned from your alternative ending.

The original version:

• What happened to Grasshopper 
at the end?

• What did Ant do about it?

• Do you think this was right?

• Was Grasshopper lazy?

• What could Ant or Grasshopper 
have done to change the 
outcome?

• Explain how the fable could be 
changed to teach the lesson 
A friend in need is a friend indeed?

The modern version:

• What happened to Geoffrey at 
the end?

• What did Anthea do when 
Geoffrey was cold and hungry?

• Do you think this was right?

• Was Geoffrey lazy?

• Was Anthea a good friend to 
Geoffrey?

• How could the lesson One good 
turn deserves another apply to 
this fable?

9 Hold a discussion forum

your thoughts on the discussion points given below

Remember, in group 
work, you share out the 

work – many hands make
light work!
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work, you share out the 
work – many hands make
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3 Give your presentations and discuss each other’s ideas. 

• Listen carefully during the presentation.

• Ask questions after the presentation.

• Be prepared to offer your ideas but accept others’ different ideas too.

A  Read a story from India independently.
1 Skim read the story to get the main idea.
2 Summarise the main idea for yourself in one 

or two sentences.

B  Use headings to help you summarise a story. 

1  Make notes under each heading.

Setting Characters Problem Solutions Ending Lesson

2 Write a short paragraph explaining whether you would classify 
The Three Fish as a fable. Use evidence from the text to support your view.

10 Test your knowledge

Remember, there were 
three fi sh so you will need 

three solutions!

Three Fish – A Tale from India 

Three ! sh lived in a pond. One was 
named Plan Ahead, another was Think 
Fast, and the third was named Wait and 
See. One day they heard a ! sherman say 
that he was going to cast his net in their 
pond the next day.

Plan Ahead said, “I’m swimming 
down the river tonight!”

Think Fast said, “I’m sure I’ll come 
up with a plan.”

Wait and See lazily said, “I just can’t 
think about it now!”

 When the ! sherman cast his nets, 
Plan Ahead was long gone. But Think 
Fast and Wait and See were caught.

Think Fast quickly rolled his belly up 
and pretended to be dead. “Oh, this ! sh is 
no good!” said the ! sherman, and threw 
him safely back into the water. But Wait 
and See ended up in the ! sh market.

That is why they say, “In times of 
danger, when the net is cast, plan ahead 
or plan to think fast!”

Retold by Heather Forest
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 as a fable. Use evidence from the text to support your view.

three fi sh so you will need 

SAMPLE



A  Retelling a familiar story is fun. You don’t have to think too hard 
about the plot because you already know it!
1 Plan a retelling of either The Ant and the Grasshopper or The Three Fish. 

Keep the key features of a fable, but change something, for example:

• choose different characters or a different setting

• write a different ending to the fable

• use the same characters but teach a different lesson.
2 Use a planning diagram to make notes. 

Section 1
Characters 
and setting

Section 2
Problem/Issue

Section 3
How the issue 
works out

Section 4
Lesson to be 
learned

3 Swap plans with a talk partner. Can you tell each other’s 
story aloud, using the plan? 

4 Has your partner included the key features of a fable? 
Suggest improvements. 

5 Adapt your plan if necessary.

B  Write your fable from your plan.
1 Write a ! rst draft, section by section.
2 Use the editing checklist to review your work. 

Then ask your talk partner to read it for " ow, 
sense and originality.

3 Finalise your story and illustrate it to emphasise 
what has changed from the original.

C  Make a class anthology of your fables and 
read them aloud to friends and family.

11 and 12 Retelling a fable 

Use the editing checklist to review your work. 

Don’t forget to start a new 
line each time a different 
character starts to speak.

Tip
Rememeber to check 
your work for mistakes.

Short, simple story �
Animal characters who act 
like humans �
Dialogue shows their 
characteristics �
Figurative language or 
alliteration �
Character learns a lesson �
We can also learn a lesson �

How did I do?
• Can I recognise fable features?

• Can I explain my point-of-view clearly?

• Can I use evidence from the story to support my views?
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Don’t forget to start a new 
line each time a different 
character starts to speak.
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A  Read about how our knowledge of space 
has grown.  Then discuss the questions on page 26. 

The ! rst star catalogue was completed by the 
Greek astronomer Hipparchus in 129 BCE.

In 1543 the Polish astronomer Nicolaus 
Copernicus claimed that the Earth moved 
around the Sun! 

Danishman Tycho Brahe was a famous 
naked-eye astronomer. He built the world’s 
leading observatory in Uraniborg in 1576. 

The ! rst telescopes were probably made by spectacle-makers 
in the early 1600s. They made distant objects appear closer. 

In 1609, the Italian scientist, Galileo, built a telescope that allowed 
him to view sunspots and the moons of Jupiter. In 1613, he used his 
observations to prove Copernicus’s theory correct.

1 What is ‘out there’?

A brief history of astronomy

That was clever, 
without a telescope!

In those days 
everyone thought 
the Sun moved 

around the Earth! 

In this unit you’ll ! nd out what it’s like to explore 
space by reading about people’s experiences 
in biographies, journals and interviews. You’ll 
research, summarise and order information, ask 
good questions and write a biography and an 
imaginary space journal of your own.

Vocabulary to learn and use: 
astronomy, astronauts, 
cosmonauts, observatory, 
orbit, spacecraft, telescope, 
biography, journal

Exploring space  2
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That was clever, 
without a telescope!

everyone thought 
the Sun moved 

around the Earth! SAMPLE



In 1704, the English scientist Isaac Newton designed a re" ector 
telescope with greater magni! cation and a clearer image than 
earlier telescopes. 

The idea of a telescope in space was 
suggested by an American astronomer, 
Lyman Spitzer, in 1946. 

In 1957, the USSR launched the ! rst arti! cial 
satellite, Sputnik 1, into space. 

On 12th April 1961, Russian Cosmonaut 
Yuri Gagarin became the ! rst man in space. 

The ! rst woman in space was Russian 
cosmonaut Valentina Tereshkova 
in 1963. 

On 20th July 1969, American astronauts 
Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin became 
the ! rst people to walk on the Moon. 

In 2000, the ! rst crew moved into 
the International Space Station 
which was ! nally completed in 2011. 

So the space race 
was on! Who would be 

the fi rst to send a human 
into space?

satellite n. a natural or 
man-made object that 
orbits another object

Buzz was a 
childhood nickname 
– his real name was 

Edwin!

Did you know?
The term astronaut refers to 
members of the NASA space 
programme. The term cosmonaut 
refers to members of the Russian 
space programme.
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So the space race 
was on! Who would be 

the fi rst to send a human 

Buzz was a 
childhood nickname 
– his real name was 

They don’t stay at the 
ISS for too long. Can you 

imagine why?  

They don’t stay at the 
ISS for too long. Can you 

SAMPLE



1 Discuss as a class. 
a  Do you recognise the names of any of these people or places?
b  Which signi! cant event made space exploration possible?
c  People from different nations have contributed to the ! eld of   

astronomy. Name some of these nations.
d  What new facts did you discover 

from this information?
e  What questions do you have about 

this topic?

B  A timeline is a summary of events in sequence.
1 In your notebook, make a timeline to show the order of these events. 

Use key words only e.g. dates and names.
2 Take turns with a talk partner to explain a brief history of space 

exploration using your timeline.

C  You can often work out the meanings of 
words and abbreviations from the context.
1 Use the context to work out the meaning of the 

underlined words in the text. Write down your 
own de! nition and then use a dictionary 
to check if you’re right. 

2 An abbreviation is a shortened form of a word 
or phrase using a few of the letters of the original 
word, or the initial letters. Can you work out what 
these abbreviations from the text stand for? 

USSR NASA ISS BCE

Did you know?

Did you know?

Astronomy is one of the oldest 
forms of scienti! c study.

abbr. is an abbreviation for ‘abbreviation’!
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astronomer
naked-eye

observatory
magni! cation

arti! cialSAMPLE



A  A sentence is the basic building block for writing.

1 In your notebook, complete each sentence by ! lling in the subject. 
 Example:  Hipparchus completed the first 

scientific star catalogue. (Who?) 
a ?  invented the ! rst telescopes. 
b ?  moves around the Sun. 
c ?  designed a re" ector telescope. 
d The ! rst person to walk on the Moon was  ? 

2 Join two simple sentences with an appropriate conjunction. Write the 
compound sentences in your notebook. You can leave out any unnecessary 
words to make your sentence sound more natural.

 Example:  A satellite is a natural object. A satellite is a man-made object.
A satellite is a natural or man-made object.

a Early astronomers observed the stars. 
 They observed the Moon.
b Copernicus made a major discovery.
 Nobody believed him.

2 Building sentences

Language focus

Sentences should:

• contain a (! nite) verb

• make sense on their own

• begin with a capital letter 

• end with a full stop, question mark or exclamation mark

• have question words for questions or command verbs for instructions.
Simple sentences have a subject (who or what is doing the action), a verb 
(the action) and deal with one idea. 
Compound sentences are formed by joining simple sentences with a 
conjunction e.g. and, for, but, so, or, yet, if.

Tip

Tip

To ! nd the subject 
underline the verb 
and ask who or what is 
doing the action. 

Remember – two simple 
sentences joined together 
form a compound sentence.
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B  Use adverbs and adverbial phrases to improve sentences.

1 Read the history of astronomy text again and note down the 
adverbial phrases of time that tell us when the events occurred. 
Example: On 12th April 1961 

2 Use your timeline to write ! ve sentences using some of 
these adverbial phrases of time to show the order of events. 

Long before ... Finally ... 
For the ! rst time ... Then ... 
After that ... Eventually ... 

In the early 1600s ... 
After Galileo’s invention ... 

Many years later ... 
In 1969 ...

Language focus

Adverbials are single words or groups of words that add information 
about the verb, saying when, where or how the action takes place. 
Adverbial phrases of time describe when the action takes place. For example:
The astronaut blasted off into space. 
After many hours of preparation, the astronaut 
blasted off into space. 

Read the history of astronomy text again and note down the 

I think the 
second sentence is 
more interesting.

How did I do?
• Did I order events on a timeline?

•  Did I identify the subject in a simple sentence?

•  Did I join two simple sentences?

•  Did I use adverbs and adverbial phrases of time to improve a sentence?
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I think the 
second sentence is 
more interesting.

c Galileo developed the telescope. 
 He did not invent it.
d Astronauts can work in space. 
 They can work on the ground.

SAMPLE



A  A biography tells you about a person’s life. 
1 Read the biographies below to ! nd out about some astronomy ‘! rsts’. 

Yuri Gagarin 

Dates
9th March 1934–27th March 1968

Childhood
Yuri Gagarin was born in Klushino, a small village west of 
Moscow, the third of four children. Growing up during World 
War II, life was dif! cult. His father worked as a carpenter and bricklayer and 
his mother worked as a milkmaid. 

Training for the future
In school, Yuri was good at mathematics and physics. After school, he 
discovered a love of " ying and joined the Soviet Air Force. He enjoyed 
being a ! ghter pilot, but he really wanted to go to space. 

First cosmonaut
In 1960, he was one of 20 applicants chosen to be 
the Soviet Union’s ! rst cosmonaut. Gagarin remained 
calm under the pressure of the intense training and 
excelled at the tasks, while also keeping his sense of humour. 
Later, he was chosen to be the ! rst man into space because of these skills. 
It also helped that he was short and could ! t into a small space capsule! 

Lift-off
On 12th April 1961, at 9:07 a.m. Vostok 1 was launched. Just after lift-off, 
Gagarin is said to have called out, Poyekhali! (‘Off we go!’). He was rocketed 
into space and completed a single orbit around Earth. 

Mission accomplished
At the end of the orbit, Vostok 1 re-entered the 
Earth’s atmosphere. Gagarin ejected (as planned) 
from the spacecraft and used a parachute to land safely – 
just 108 minutes after blast off. Yuri Gagarin became both the 
! rst person to enter space and the ! rst person to orbit the Earth. 

3 and 4 Comparing biographies 

discovered a love of " ying and joined the Soviet Air Force. He enjoyed 
being a ! ghter pilot, but he really wanted to go to space. 

 at the tasks, while also keeping his sense of humour. 

 (‘Off we go!’). He was rocketed 

 (as planned) 
from the spacecraft and used a parachute to land safely – 

Could he have done this 
on his own? How important is 
teamwork when it comes to 

great achievements?

Imagine volunteering 
for that job! How do 

you think he felt?
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Could he have done this 
on his own? How important is 
teamwork when it comes to 

Imagine volunteering 
for that job! How do 

you think he felt?

Mission 
At the end of the orbit, 
Earth’s atmosphere. Gagarin 
from the spacecraft and used a parachute to land safely – 
just 108 minutes after blast off. Yuri Gagarin became both the 
! rst person to enter space and the ! rst person to orbit the Earth. 

SAMPLE



Tycho Brahe
Dates: 1546–1601
He gained fame as a 
young astronomer. 
In 1575, King Frederick II 
gave him an island 
and ! nancial support 
to build an observatory. 
Here he made accurate 
observations and 
precise measurements 
of the planets before 
the invention of the 
telescope!

Valentina 
Tereshkova
Dates: 1937–
She was the 
! rst woman in space. 
After her 1963 mission 
she became involved 
in politics. She has been 
awarded many honours 
and prizes for her 
achievements. 
A crater on the far side 
of the Moon is named 
after her!

Laika
Dates: 1953–1957
This Russian space 
dog became the
! rst animal to orbit the 
Earth in November 
1957. Laika travelled in 
a spacecraft known as 
Sputnik 2. Laika means 
‘barker’ in Russian, and 
her mission helped 
scientists understand 
whether people could 
survive in space.

2  Can you work out the meanings of the underlined words? 
Write down your de! nitions and then check them using a dictionary.

3 Answer these questions in your notebook.
 a In which country was Yuri Gagarin born?

b Describe Yuri’s childhood.
c What characteristics and skills made him 

suitable for the job of cosmonaut?
d How long did his ! rst mission last?
e How old was Yuri at the time of his ! rst mission?
f How could Tycho Brahe afford to build an observatory?
g Why are Valentina Tereshkova’s dates incomplete? 
h What can you tell from the dates on Laika’s biography?

B  Compare features of biographies.
1 Compare and discuss these features of the biographies.

a the purpose
b the tense
c the order of the information
d how headings are used to organise the text
e narrative.

C  Update your reading log to show that 
you have read a biography.

Which biography 
did you fi nd the most 

interesting? Why?

how headings are used to organise the text

Any volunteers?
Who can explain the difference 
between a biography and an 

autobiography? 
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Write down your de! nitions and then check them using a dictionary.

Which biography 
did you fi nd the most 

interesting? Why?

Any volunteers?
Who can explain the difference 
between a biography and an 
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